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Compact anti-spill powder dispenser 

“Interesting in the 
milking robot and the 

feed station”  

Dosing of powder or farmmix 

 

No more pellet wastage  

 

Accurate and anti-spill 

 

Divided in small portions     

 (5 or 15 gram per rotation) 
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Compact anti-spill powder dispenser 

Black-V with storage container and optional outfall.  

Black-V with extra outfall on the Capra-Box 

Feeding powder minerals in the ration is essential for a productive, 

fertile and healthy dairy herd. Feeding your cows too much minerals 

can harm their health, just like feeding them too little. An accurate 

dispensing is necessary!   

The beste advice is to administer powders in the feed station or the 

milking robot. Through this way every cow gets her own amount of 

feed. The Black-V is the perfect feeder for accurately dosing powders! 

 

Cows often bump against the milking robot or feeding station to get a 

little more feed after finishing their ration. This results in broken    

feeding stations or milking robots, cows getting more feed necessary 

and a great deal of unrest in the entire parlour. Like all Hanskamp 

solutions, the Black-V is anti-spill. Therefore bumping against the   

dispenser is a thing of the past. 

 

The Black-V is the ideal dosator which can accurately dose small 

quantities. Distributing feed in smaller portions improves feed intake 

and prevents spillage. The Black-V is available in two versions.       

Depending on the version, the Black-V dispenses portions of 5 or 15 

grams. This makes the Black-V suitable for feed types which must be 

issued in small amounts, such as powders, crumble or pellets.  

 

The Black-V is ‘plug-and-play’, this means a fast and easy installation 

for the mechanic and less installation costs for the farmer. For DeLa-

val, GEA monobox and Lely A4 / A5 we have special installation  

brackets. For all brands we have the option to expand the Black-V 

with a 28-L storage container.  

 

 

 

 

Anti-spill 

Small portions 

Plug and play 


